[Expression of C-fos, C-jun in hippocampus under the model of transmitting epileptic discharge from brain tissue to muscular tissue on its own skull].
The objective of this study was to investigate the changes of the behaviors, EEG and expression of c-fos, c-jun on induced seizure in rats by injecting penicillin after transmitting epileptic discharge from brain tissue to muscular tissue on skull. Eighteen experimental rats were divided into 3 groups, with each 6 rats. Seizure group: 6 acute seizure models were established by injecting penicillin in hippocampus of rats; Transferring group, 6 acute seizure models were established by injecting penicillin in hippocampus of rats, and electrode connected to muscles was planted into epileptic focus of each rat; Control group, 6 rats were only planted electrode in hippocampus without injecting penicillin. Then we observed the changes of behaviors, EEG and expression of C-fos, C-jun in hippocampus with immunohistochemical method. There was no statistic difference in seizure frequency of rat between seizure group and transferring group, but the discharging frequency in EEG of transferring group lowered significantly (P<0.05). The expression of C-fos, C-jun in hippocampus of transferring group rats was significantly lower than that of seizure group (P<0.005). It could be concluded that under the model of transmitting epileptic discharge from brain tissue to muscular tissue on skull, the burst times on EEG electrode decreased, concomitantly with the lower expression of C-fos, C-jun in hippocampus.